Kawasaki ke125 for sale

Refine your search. Chain 94 Belt Air Liquid Google Ads. Kawasaki Ke For Sale results. Refine
search. Set up with nitrous air shift used but extremely strong runningdoes not come with
wheelie barseverything works goodbike comes with bill of sale, sold as is. Kawasaki KL Super
Sherpa. The windscreen, wider Seat Concepts seat, and six speed transmission make it an ideal
commuter. Farkles include: windscreen, Seat Concepts seat plus original , rear rack, tail box,
hand guards, and a low front fender plus a high fender. Plainfield, IN 2 years ebay. Extended
warranty may be available, e-mail or phone Brad at for details Belt Transmission. I have only put
about break-in miles on it since rebuild. US, Missouri, St. I ran and rode the bike then put it in
climate controlled storage, it looks just like when I bought it freshly restored except for the rim
around the fuel cap pictures. Reno, NV 2 years classiccars. The seat is in good condition. We
believe back wheel sits crooked because wheel bearing is out. Engine still has compression and
battery still holds a charge. I have only put about miles on it since rebuild. Please Look at all
pictures for More Details The parts we sell are off old vintage motorcycles in used condition
unless otherwise specified. Tank has a good size dent and is a bit rusty. The key I have works
the gas tank but not the ignition. Barn find! Kawasaki H2 Drag Bike! I would recommend going
though the entire bike before taking it to the track. Please see all photos for complete details of
its condition Miles. From what we can see it needs a buddy peg on the left side, sprocket cover
on the left, and chain guard. The engine does not kick over most likely from sitting. Some
scratches and small dents on the tank and on the fender, but very presentable for a 40 year old
stock condition vehicle. The coils, spark plugs and wires has been replaced, no rust in the tank.
The only aftermarket parts it has are the 6to1 pipes, the tail rack and seat is flattened at the
driver Miles. Kawasaki Z Rs. The original exhaust system is in exceptional condition but does
have a pinhole or two, and the bike has some patina and scratches in the chrome as expected
for an or. Good Elite 3 tires on it. Bike has the original air suspension. Radiator fan works when
engine is hot. LED driving lights installed. The seat does have some tears and the seat pan is
rotted out. The front fender is also in great condition. All of the chrome is in very good
condition. Overall the bike is in good condition. Starts and runs good. Was taken in to have
carburetors cleaned and oil changed then placed back in storage. This is made to climb
mountains, haul trailers, go hunting or move snow. California green stickerthe kawasaki 4x4
quad is available on ebay the reserve price is the minimum i will accept. If it does not sale i keep
it for another day.. Before placing a bid please read the descriptions thoroughly and view all
pictures and ask any and all questions prior to purchase. With the most knowledgeable staff
available, and loan approvals as fast as 5 minutes j. Termsnotice to bidders:free shipping with
buy it now only!! The customer is responsible for registering the vehicle in their home state.
Understand this is only to protect the integrity of the auction. We reserve the right to re-list or
sell the vehicle in the event of a non-paying bidder. Terms and conditions of salewe take time to
carefully describe each vehicle and include a substantial number of photos. However, it is very
important to keep in mind that these vehicles are pre-owned, not brand new. N numbers on the
car , we cannot guarantee that the motor is in fact the original. There is always the possibility of
re-stamped motors , and as technology advances there will be even more. We cannot guarantee
the originality of these vehicles , including but not limited to : the engine , the transmission ,
"matching numbers" , color change , the frame , the documentation , etc. The mileage is
represented to be , "to the best of knowledge" , but not guaranteed. The ignition is missing. I do
not have the key for the gas tank. I have a seat for this bike somewhere. There is a small hole in
the left exhaust pipe. It had only 54 miles on it wh. I took a picture of the inside of the tank and it
was stored empty and shows very light rust spots but the fuel is clean and nothing needed it p.
The bike has oil smoke from the exhaust when first started and could be the lack of running for
years but clears up after riding. All the chrome and regular cosmetics look nice and the bike
was recently fueled up and started right up and the oil induction tank is working as it should
Miles. Louis, MO 3 years ebay. Similar motorcycles: Kawasaki Ke In St. Louis, MO. Louis St.
Louis, MO 3 years at ebay. H1,H2, A Some peppering on the otherwise solid exhaust with
original baffles. The inside of the tank is pristine. Paint shows patina and a couple rust specs on
the tank. The only thing positive that looks to have been replaced is the front tire Miles. I have a
kawasaki h1 for sale. Dont know a lot about the bike besides it has good compression. Sold
with bill of sale only. Complete engine, front forks, front and rear brakes, drive train, rear
suspension, custom paint restoration. There are only a few very light scratches and handling
marks. I entered miles, because a number was required in order to list the item. The gas tank
has dent on the right side, which shows up pretty well in the top-view picture. The engine will
kick over, but does not run. This bike is a barn find without paperwork and is in "as-found"
condition; meaning I have not cleaned it Miles. Has original working: lights, horn, brake light,
oiler system, carb, seat, fork covers, bars, grips, levers, chain, sprockets, chain guard, key
switch, horn, fenders, forks, shocks, brakes. The gas tank has been repaired but needs to be

painted along with the side covers. Canton, MI 3 years global-free-classified-ads. This is a nice,
clean EX with a Two Brothers exhaust. Great price for a good bike. Kawasaki Ex jhfl. Tank is
VERY clean inside. This bike has been sitting since in a dry garage, the bike looks to be all
original, even has original tires, I did power up the battery, the lights work, and it has spark. I
have not put fuel in it, or tried to start it Miles. Mean Streak-VNP. Vintage kawasaki rickman cc
with a rickman title. The frame is nickel plated. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy. There seems
to be a problem serving the request at this time. Skip to main content. Filter 1. Shop by
category. More View more categories Less View less categories. Model Year see all. Capacity cc
see all. Not specified. Colour see all. Additional Information see all. Metallic Paint. Previously
Registered Overseas. V5 Registration Document Present. Model see all. KE Filter Applied.
Manufacturer see all. Type see all. Drive Type see all. Start Type see all. Condition see all.
Please provide a valid price range. Buying format see all. All listings. Best Offer. Buy it now.
Classified Ads. Item location see all. UK Only. European Union. Delivery options see all. Free
postage. Show only see all. Returns accepted. Completed items. Sold items. Authorised seller.
Authenticity verified. More refinements More refinements All Auction Buy it now. Sort: Best
Match. Best Match. View: Gallery view. List view. Classified Ad with Best Offer. Collection in
person. Classified Ad. Kawasaki ke , low mileage. Genuine barn find. You may also like. Savings
are here! Get what you love for less. Located in Pinedale, AZ. This is a fairly rare Kawasaki KE
enduro 2 stroke. Runs well when you feed it gas, however the carburetor will need to be cleaned
or rebuilt as the air flow valve gets stuck. This is a project, but also an opportunity to have
something very unique. About 5 years ago I had risen it to 60mph so I know the transmission
and clutch are good. Has been sitting since. KE project, all parts in two bins. Hi i am selling my
kawasaki ke enduro off-road motorcycle. It starts on the second kick and runs but has some
trouble shifting. I bought it at an estate sale and haven't got around to getting it titled. I am
selling it as is I haven't got around to restoring it because life has gotten a little bu The bike was
running last season and just needed a carb clean out. I have no time for this project and need to
sell. Bike has a clean title and a service manual. I am the third owner of the bike and didn't ride
it a Runs and rides. Spare parts come with as well. No title. Can call or text Would trade for
Honda atv or atc. Vintage Kawasaki. Needs some work. Starts up and idles. Looking to get what
I paid but open to reasonable offers. Lost title. Make it yours! Never out of garage storage, very,
very clean condition, Very nice original paint, runs great, will need battery. No rips or tears in
seats, chrome in very good condition, all lights work, was gone over last year by a licensed
motorcycle mechanic co Email Poster Message. Skip to main content. Watch this item. Bidding
has ended on this item. Posts to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment.
For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions - opens in
a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and
other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Buyer is responsible for vehicle collection or
delivery. Free postage. Start of add to list layer. Watch this item Add to wish list. Sign in for
more lists. Read more. No additional import charges on delivery. This item will be sent through
the Global Shipping Programme and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a
new window or tab. May not post to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for
postage options. See details. Seller's other items. Sell one like this. Related sponsored items.
Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Similar sponsored items. Seller assumes all responsibility for
this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used : An item that has been previously used. See all
condition definitions â€” opens in a new window or tab. Back to home page Return to top. Back
to home page. Listed in category:. Ended: 19 Jan, GMT. Learn more - opens in a new window or
tab Postage: May not post to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for postage
options. Seller: johcarr-r82ukvxx Seller's other items. Used : An item that has been previously
used. During the restoration I have replaced the following parts. Make Kawasaki. I have a
Kawasaki KE will need restored or with a little work ride it like it is. It does need a air filter, front
sprocket and a air inlet hose it is dry rotted but it does run pretty good for a old bike and it only
has 2, miles. Rims are straight and tight seat has no rips and tires are new and the brakes do
work. The wiring isn't cut up and it might need a headlight bulb. I also don't have any paperwork
with this bike but will give you a bill of sale. Thanks for looking any questions call If you do use
pay pal please pay in full please. No international buyers please Thank you. Up for auction is a
Kawsaki F11 Enduro This bike has only miles on it. It has been parked in a barn literrally since
The bike is completely original. I acquired the bike and rebuild the carb and flushed the fuel tank
and oil injection tank and got it running. It runs great. It still has the original tubes and tires.
This bike still has the original tool kit with all the Kawasaki tools. I have 2 factory Kawasaki keys
for it. I do not have the mirrors for the bike and the I was not able to find the directionals. This
bike has a clean and up to date California title and is plated till September for street use. I have

a new set of innertubes for the bike because I reall y did not think that the originals ones were
going to hold air. The paint on the tank and fenders are great. I have cleaned it up best i could
without dissassembling anything. I have installed a new UNI air filter and lubed the chain and
ridden it around the block it is very responsive but I do not want to push it to hard due to the
crappy tires. If there are any other questions please do not hesitate to contact me. I am not
claiming to be an expert on these bikes so If I have not represented something correctly please
let me know. The wet spot on the back tire is excess chain lube it got away from me a little bit.
Thanks and good luck. Make Honda. Model KE This G5B is truly a survivor. A mild restoration is
all it took to bring this awesome low mile enduro back to it's shiny former glory. These bikes are
becoming rare and have always been very desirable. Fully reconditioned to continue be a bullet
proof enduro. Many new parts to include, tires, tubes, liners, clutch, cables, fender paint, etc.
Engine is fresh and runs strong and reliably. Needs nothing and starts first kick. Own a piece of
Kawasaki history with this great cc enduro. Show full rating and compare with other bikes
Engine and transmission Displacement: Kawasaki KE Motorbike, cc. Classic Miles? Show full
rating and compare with other bikesEngine and transmissionDisplacement Up for sale is my
vintage Kawasaki KS I have a clear Florida title in hand. Just finished a painstaking, true to
original, two year frame up restoration with a combination, repainting, refinishing, replacing
OEM parts. Searching for parts was nearly impossible as the KS was only made for two years
Whenever possible parts were replaced with NOS and when no longer available they were
cleaned, blasted, re-chromed or repainted. The original Candy Lime Green paint was used and
done professionally The engine and carburetor were gone over thoroughly and cleaned repaired
and tuned where necessary. I would rate the bike as a 8. The speedometer shows miles as of
today, however it may have a few more by the time it sells as its a blast to ride The entire
restoration is documented in pictures. I do have it up for sale locally as well so I reserve the
right to end this listing at any time. Please feel free to ask any questions Thanks for your time
and good luck!!! Make Other Makes. After Worls War II, they began producing their own unit
construction two-stroke engines, selling complete motorcycles. Maico made a brief foray into
the automobile business with their own line of microcars in the late s. Maico have also made go
kart engines. The road motorcycles were named after winds While lacking the financial capital
and big money race-team backing like that of the Japanese factories of Honda, Yamaha, Suzuki,
and Kawasaki, Maico riders such as Adolf Weil, Ake Jonsson, and Willy Bauer proved to be a
serious challenge to the Japanese factories and produced numerous top three finishes in the
Motocross World Championships. The firm also experienced some success in Grand Prix road
racing competitions with rider Borje Jansson winning three cc Grand Prix races between and
American publication Motocross Action called the Maico Mega 2 - cc the greatest open-class
motocross bike of all time. The The bikes later moved to plastic tanks in with the Mega One of
the largest contributions to the world of motocross suspension technology came in the season
when the Wheelsmith Motorcycles team in the USA and the Gunther Schier teams in Europe
forward-mounted the rear shocks on the Maico factory-backed motorcycles, immediately
increasing the travel and ability to trump the competition. This initiated a frantic effort on the
part of factory teams and privateers alike; chopping up their frames in a desperate attempt to
remain competitive. Maicowerk AG filed for bankruptcy in , but continued to produce small
numbers of motocross and enduro models re-badged as M-Stars in the United States due to
legal issues up through Subsequent manufacturers have purchased the brand name and
applied it to their own limited production motorcycles. Modern open-class dirt-bikes are still
being produced under the Maico brandname. The ATK Intimidator dirt-bike reportedly the most
powerful production 2 stroke motorcycle available aside from Maico's own motorcycles features
a Maico motor. After the company went out of business in , its assets were taken over by a
Dutch company, but to this day retains a strong cult following. Many riders restore vintage
Maicos for display or to take back to the track. Payson, AZ. Port Jefferson Station, NY. Winter
Springs, FL. Olmos Park, TX. Cripple Creek, CO. Alamo, CA. Morristown, TN. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Kawasaki Enduro. Year Make Kawasaki Model -.
Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine Posted Over
1 Month. Make Kawasaki 7 Honda 1 Other Makes 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear
Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Refine your search. Chain 94 Belt Air Liquid
Google Ads. Kawasaki Ke For Sale results. Refine search. Set up with nitrous air shift used but
extremely strong runningdoes not come with wheelie barseverything works goodbike comes
with bill of sale, sold as is. Kawasaki KL Super Sherpa. The windscreen, wider Seat Concepts
seat, and six speed transmission make it an ideal commuter. Farkles include: windscreen, Seat
Concepts seat plus original , rear rack, tail box, hand guards, and a low front fender plus a high
fender. Plainfield, IN 2 years ebay. Extended warranty may be available, e-mail or phone Brad at
for details Belt Transmission. I have only put about break-in miles on it since rebuild. US,

Missouri, St. I ran and rode the bike then put it in climate controlled storage, it looks just like
when I bought it freshly restored except for the rim around the fuel cap pictures. Reno, NV 2
years classiccars. The seat is in good condition. We believe back wheel sits crooked because
wheel bearing is out. Engine still has compression and battery still holds a charge. I have only
put about miles on it since rebuild. Please Look at all pictures for More Details The parts we sell
are off old vintage motorcycles in used condition unless otherwise specified. Tank has a good
size dent and is a bit rusty. The key I have works the gas tank but not the ignition. Barn find!
Kawasaki H2 Drag Bike! I would recommend going though the entire bike before taking it to the
track. Please see all photos for complete details of its condition Miles. From what we can see it
needs a buddy peg on the left side, sprocket cover on the left, and chain guard. The engine
does not kick over most likely from sitting. Some scratches and small dents on the tank and on
the fender, but very presentable for a 40 year old stock condition vehicle. The coils, spark plugs
and wires has been replaced, no rust in the tank. The only aftermarket parts it has are the 6to1
pipes, the tail rack and seat is flattened at the driver Miles. Kawasaki Z Rs. The original exhaust
system is in exceptional condition but does have a pinhole or two, and the bike has some patina
and scratches in the chrome as expected for an or. Good Elite 3 tires on it. Bike has the original
air suspension. Radiator fan works when engine is hot. LED driving lights installed. The seat
does have some tears and the seat pan is rotted out. The front fender is also in great condition.
All of the chrome is in very good condition. Overall the bike is in good condition. Starts and
runs good. Was taken in to have carburetors cleaned and oil changed then placed back in
storage. This is made to climb mountains, haul trailers, go hunting or move snow. California
green stickerthe kawasaki 4x4 quad is available on ebay the reserve price is the minimum i will
accept. If it does not sale i keep it for another day.. Before placing a bid please read the
descriptions thoroughly and view all pictures and ask any and all questions prior to purchase.
With the most knowledgeable staff available, and loan approvals as fast as 5 minutes j.
Termsnotice to bidders:free shipping with buy it now only!! The customer is responsible for
registering the vehicle in their home state. Understand this is only to protect the integrity of the
auction. We reserve the right to re-list or sell the vehicle in the event of a non-paying bidder.
Terms and conditions of salewe take time to carefully describe each vehicle and include a
substantial number of photos. However, it is very important to keep in mind that these vehicles
are pre-owned, not brand new. N numbers on the car , we cannot guarantee that the motor is in
fact the original. There is always the possibility of re-stamped motors , and as technology
advances there will be even more. We cannot guarantee the originality of these vehicles ,
including but not limited to : the engine , the transmission , "matching numbers" , color change
, the frame , the documentation , etc. The mileage is represented to be , "to the best of
knowledge" , but not guaranteed. The ignition is missing. I do not have the key for the gas tank.
I have a seat for this bike somewhere. There is a small hole in the left exhaust pipe. It had only
54 miles on it wh. I took a picture of the inside of the tank and it was stored empty and shows
very light rust spots but the fuel is clean and nothing needed it p. The bike has oil smoke from
the exhaust when first started and could be the lack of running for years but clears up after
riding. All the chrome and regular cosmetics look nice and the bike was recently fueled up and
started right up and the oil induction tank is working as it should Miles. Louis, MO 3 years ebay.
Similar motorcycles: Kawasaki Ke In St. Louis, MO. Louis St. Louis, MO 3 years at ebay. H1,H2,
A Some peppering on the otherwise solid exhaust with original baffles. The inside of the tank is
pristine. Paint shows patina and a couple rust specs on the tank. The only thing positive that
looks to have been replaced is the front tire Miles. I have a kawasaki h1 for sale. Dont know a lot
about the bike besides it has good compression. Sold with bill of sale only. Complete engine,
front forks, front and rear brakes, drive train, rear suspension, custom paint restoration. There
are only a few very light scratches and handling marks. I entered miles, because a number was
required in order to list the item. The gas tank has dent on the right side, which shows up
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pretty well in the top-view picture. The engine will kick over, but does not run. This bike is a
barn find without paperwork and is in "as-found" condition; meaning I have not cleaned it Miles.
Has original working: lights, horn, brake light, oiler system, carb, seat, fork covers, bars, grips,
levers, chain, sprockets, chain guard, key switch, horn, fenders, forks, shocks, brakes. The gas
tank has been repaired but needs to be painted along with the side covers. Canton, MI 3 years
global-free-classified-ads. This is a nice, clean EX with a Two Brothers exhaust. Great price for a
good bike. Kawasaki Ex jhfl. Tank is VERY clean inside. This bike has been sitting since in a dry
garage, the bike looks to be all original, even has original tires, I did power up the battery, the

lights work, and it has spark. I have not put fuel in it, or tried to start it Miles. Mean Streak-VNP.
Vintage kawasaki rickman cc with a rickman title. The frame is nickel plated. Site map Contact
Us Privacy Policy.

